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The V iew from Abroad
An extremis t's perspective

B y Tony Andrews

I

am not pleased about writing this
as it is no fun attacking cherished
views and complacent common
wisdom. Despite this, it has to be
done for the sake of good audio and
the pleasure it brings.

T ony Andrews of UK manufacturer F unktion One.
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E lectrically amplified sound has
been with humanity for roughly 75
years, but it is only since the 1960s
that the rise of popular music has
driven the quest for better and bigger,
full frequency range sound systems.

The majority of this early work
was carried out by small groups of
enthusiasts who loved music and
who had been touched in their souls
by an "audio moment". T his work
continues into the present day and is
far from finished, particularly with
regard to loudspeakers, whereas the
current paradigms within the industry
would deem that it has been finished.
I would like to tell you that we
have nowhere near achieved the
potential inherent in good audio. In
fact, in some respects, we have been
going backwards. If this was not the
case, why, I ask myself, has the sound
for the last three years at the largest
open air festival in E urope, not been
as good as it was 20 years ago?
T here are three main culprits line arrays, badly implemented digital
audio and the human condition.
THE E MP E R OR 'S NE W C L OTHE S
A t this point, it should be noted that
I have made public comment about
line arrays previously, so bear with
me while I repeat myself.
Firstly, despite the fact that they
are massively fashionable (I use this
word in a derisory sense on the basis
that fashion is for those without a
mind of their own): they are not
'new' technology and they do not
contain "new" technology. I n fact
they are merely a rearrangement of
the same old components your audio
grand-father was familiar with, namely
moving coil cone loudspeakers and
compression drivers.
The only advance has been in
thermal durability. The majority of
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line arrays are a combination of
dynamically mismatched horn-loaded
compression drivers and directradiating cone loudspeakers, which
achieve a modicum of improved
efficiency and directivity by mutual
coupling. However, thi s renders
them susceptible to the slightest
air movement, which means outside, on a windy day, they are very
compromised.
Furthermore, they are very inefficient (bad converters of electrical
energy into acoustic energy) and

front of mid-band cone loudspeakers
to provide a surface for the ubiquitous
compression drivers to work against is
an insult to good audio. At this point I
hear people saying; "but they are
small, pack in a truck easily and are
light-weight." I say complete rubbish! I
am told that people have been killed
in the Far E ast by the extreme weight
of "My First L ine A rray".
B ut to continue... in the first
instance, you need multiple cabinets
before line arrays even work at all.
T hen you have to find the right shape
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one's vision in soft focus, lacking
crisp definition. Y et despite this softness, the compression drivers never
fail to have the sonic demeanor of a
hacksaw blade.
Good sound is pure, just like
good food, which implies a lack of
additives and minimal processing.
Most informed people prefer fresh
food over processed food, so why
do we tolerate such impurities in
audio? M ushy, distorted sound poses
no challenge to good engineers
growing in their appreciation and

... the indus try has los t its way and become complacent and the
purs uit of breathtaking audio has become a dying attitude.
require a great deal of amplification.
I f multiple sources are so good, then
why do we only have one point
source mouth? I'm going with nature.
The transient smearing of multiple
arrivals is bad enough, but the addition of variously slotted flat boards in
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room to fit the dispersion and they all
need corrective E Q which does
wonders for the phase linearity - NOT!
This, when added to the previously
mentioned multiple arrivals, means
that the sound quality is only ever
mediocre at best. I t is like having

by T. McCracken

"Oh great. They're all females and my
equipment only uses males."
live S ound International December 2006

manipulation of the 3D sound-stage
and hides the ineptitude of many.
T his is further facilitated by the
plethora of software programs which
enable engineers to think they are
getting it right just because their laptop tells them so. A s such, far too
many engineers are now mixing
with their eyes... not their ears.
S E L L ING T HE DR E AM

The industry's fixation with the line
array paradigm has meant that all
sorts of unworthy electronic and
digital equipment, particularly FOH
desks, have made it into mainstream
because, as I said earlier, the picture
is so mushy that the industry can't tell
"fish from fowl".
On a high resolution point source
system the 'wrongness' of the more
ubiquitous digital FOH desk offerings
is very obvious, but if you can't hear
it because you've only ever mixed on
low-resolution line arrays, then it's
going to slip right past you, and
sadly, I believe it has.
I n my opinion, the industry has
lost its way and become complacent
and the pursuit of breathtaking audio
has become a dying attitude.
I understand the convenience of
recall and the small footprint of
digital desks, but at the price of
insipid bass, gutless midrange and
gritty high frequencies, it makes no
sense to me. T hese subjective
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impressions are permeated with the
nagging feeling that al l is far from
well in the land of phase and time,
otherwise why, with the advent of
di gi tal equi pment, did valve-based
equi pment make such a comeback?
I t was to smooth digital harshness
and warm up the sound, as
al though valves are somewhat inaccurate, they have a sonically friendly smoothing effect which was used
to mitigate the unnatural sound of
digital equipment.
I do not have a problem with digital as a method but rather with the
implementation of digital - 96 kH z
and 24-bit does not magically mean
it's going to be great; what about the
algorithms, converters, latency, etc?
Were the designers sensitive to the
audio effects of design choices along
the product development route?
How did we allow ourselves to
get to this sorry state of affairs where
mixers think mat the art of sound engineering has reached a zenith, whereas
in fact, it does not sound as good as it
did in the days of the early point
source systems and analog desks?
Our sonic memories are short,
particularly with sound (about three
seconds). H owever, one does
remember the emotional effect. T he
sound one works with is what one's
brain becomes accustomed to. Over
a period of time our brains will apply
the necessary E Q and adjustments to
give an approximation of a perceived flat response which becomes
habitual. A fter a while, even if a
sound is superior, it will sound
wrong because it is different.
W hen listening to a new sound
this habitual compensation gets in
the way of what is really there and
takes some time to unlearn. I t is also
mentally fatiguing due to the amount
of mental processing being used and
prevents the brain from getting to
grips with the exciting sonic issues.
A dd to this, our fasci nati on with
computer programs which have
flashy interfaces and save us havi ng
to thi nk or use our art. To sum up,
we have a natural tendency to be
lazy, mentally as well as bodily,
putting convenience above quality, so
one tends to like what one gets used
to, whether it be good bad or ugly.
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L E S S IS MOR E
One more thing, in light of what I 've
said earlier in this article, I feel I
should explain one of the cornerstones of my thinking.
I rememlier as a teenager, with an
interest in hi-fi, being profoundly struck
by the concept that the really "serious"
hi-fi people used amplifiers with no
tone controls! How, I thought, can you
make it sound nice without a "loudness" button, treble and bass.
W ell, the serious people got
every component of the audi o
chain as natural l y right in itself as
possible, i.e. flat, max i mum frequency response loudspeakers, the
correct wire, Class-A amplifiers,
mi ni mal i st phono cartri dge pre
amp, exotic vi nyl player and astronomically expensive cartridge and
stylus.
T hey arrived at their result without
any electronic correction, and they
were also aware of its damaging
effect on the purity of the 'no nonsense' result they were achieving in
terms of information retrieval and
consequent realism.
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Now contrast that with today's
world, with signal not only routing
through all manner of equalization,
gates, and compressors etc., but also
through A -Ds and D-A s of dubious
performance. T he overall effect is to
smear the timing and destroy phase
linearity so it's mashed up before it
ever gets to the speakers, which
wouldn't notice anyway.
So, may I propose that one of
the major precepts on the road to
good sound is to use as few devices
and stages as possible, wi th the
mi ni mum of correction in al l areas
of the audio chain. I n addition, the
effect on signal audio qual i ty of
employed devices should be as
close to the effect of a piece of wire
( nex t to nothing) as possible. I welcome al l f uture discussions. •
Tony Andrews is co-founder of UK loudspeaker manufacturer Funktion One together with John Newsham.
Previously with Jurbosound, which the pair formed in

the mid 1970s, he is an outspoken protagonist for
sonic excellence in loudspeaker design. Contact him at
tone@ funktion-one. com.
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